
Programa Outcomes 

1. To have current theoretical and practical knowledge specific to the field of psychology 

2. Having the knowledge to evaluate the accuracy, validity and reliability of scientific knowledge 
specific to the field of psychology 

3. Having the basic knowledge of the rules of operation of human and inter-communal relations 

4. To be able to comprehend interpersonal and intercultural differences in professional operation 
areas 

5. Using research methods (quantitative and qualitative) and techniques in the field of 
psychology, gaining the ability to analyze data 

6. Being able to use the theoretical and practical knowledge acquired in the field of psychology 
by adhering to professional ethical principles and ethical responsibility 

7. Having basic knowledge and skills about measurement and evaluation tools used in sub-fields 
of psychology, and to be able to develop and apply them 

8. Having the basic observation and interviewing skills that can explain the cognitive, emotional 
and behavioral processes of people 

9. Identifying problems related to the field of psychology, solving problems using scientific 
knowledge and evidence, and interpreting results 

10. Being able to plan and carry out research independently, to interpret research findings and to 
report in accordance with the scientific writing format 

11. Gaining the ability to follow the information in the field and communicate with colleagues by 
using English at the B1 level 

12. Being able to use informatics, analysis techniques and communication technologies effectively 
in the fields of psychology and its applications 

13. Learning not to be prejudiced against differences; respecting universal values and human 
rights 

14. Being able to organize and implement projects and activities for the social environment in 
which they live with the awareness of social responsibility, and to share their opinions on this 
issue with relevant institutions and experts 

15. Having the ability to collaborate with sub-branches of psychology and different disciplines 

16. Adopting lifelong learning approach in personal and professional development 

17. Scientific, analytical, creative and critical thinking in personal and professional activity areas 

18. Being able to follow up-to-date scientific studies on the field in national and international 
literature 

 


